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DEFINING
THE CARR
EXPERIENCE
Carr Properties is reinventing the
workplace experience by focusing
on our customers’ wellbeing and
productivity, allowing them to thrive
– we call this the Carr Experience.

OPTIMIZE
TIME

By looking beyond conventional
approaches to design and operations
and introducing hospitality in
the workplace, customers enjoy
immersive, integrated and interactive
environments within the building.
The Carr Experience was built around
the phrase ‘Optimize Time’ – we
want our customers to be able to
manage the balance of work and life
to optimize self.
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INNOVATIVE
DESIGN+
IMMERSIVE
SPACES
Carr Properties believes
that by incorporating unique
design into our properties –
throughout the common areas,
lobbies, and rooftops – we can
inspire creativity by offering a
multitude of spaces to conduct
meetings and events, and we
can promote a greater sense of
wellbeing and a sense of pride
for the work environment.
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HOSPITALITY IN
THE WORKPLACE
Carr Properties is committed to providing an elevated
level of customer service, which is why our staff
has hospitality at the forefront of their minds. From

A COMMITMENT
TO SERVICE
EXCELLENCE

the moment a customer or guest enters one of our
properties, they are welcomed not only by an attentive
concierge, but they also immediately take in the Carr
Experience sensory elements, including our signature
scent and customized music playlists. Throughout the
building, our customers will continue to experience
various hospitality-driven touch points, such as curated
toiletries in the locker rooms, a selection of rooftop
games and on-demand food services.
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CONVENIENCE
IN THE PALM OF
YOUR HANDS

THE CARR
EXPERIENCE APP
The Carr Experience is enhanced by Carr Properties’ proprietary mobile
app, allowing customers to conveniently access services and amenities,
and stay connected with their colleagues and environment. The Carr
Experience App offers conveniences and tools that optimize time and
self in the workplace. It empowers customers to live their day with less

Uniquely designed for each
Carr Properties building,
offering customized services
and experiences based on
our customer profile and
building offerings.

FITNESS

LAUNDRY

PARKING

OFFICINA

SWEETGREEN

CATERING

EVENTS

PERKS

RESERVE

stress and more ease. The Carr Experience App is a digital extension of
the experience, providing customers with conveniences, services and

SERVICE REQUEST

TEAM

CONTACT CARR

access to exclusive events and perks, in the palm of their hand.
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SERVICE
PARTNERS

EVENTS & PROGRAMMING
By offering a robust monthly events and programming calendar to our
customers, we offer opportunities to decrease stress, increase wellness,

Carr Properties is partnering with
local and nation-wide service
providers to bring everyday

Clean Clothes.
No Dirty Work.

conveniences to our buildings,
in an effort that will help our
customers optimize their time
and balance work and life.

Curbside Vehicle
Care Services
Free Delivery M-F
In-Suite Catering
from 100+ Top Chefs
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introduce a new topic of interest, and create memorable moments
between colleagues.
Typical events and programs you may find throughout our portfolio include:
Lunch & Learns

Fitness Classes

Networking Events

Give Back Opportunities

Health & Wellness Workshops

Animal Fostering & Adoption

Rooftop Yoga

Tasting Events
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carrprop.com
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